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Background
Early diagnosis of cancer results in significantly higher survival rates compared to late-stage diagnosis. It is well documented that tumours
release nucleic acids into peripheral blood (ctDNA/RNA), which can be used as non-invasive biomarker for diagnosis, disease monitoring
and treatment stratification. Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) has revolutionised genomic exploration and is moving towards clinical
implementation. However, the sensitivity of current NGS methods is compromised by sequencing errors. High depth sequencing can be
used to get around this problem; however, this is not only costly but often impractical. GeneFirst has developed a simple and enhanced
NGS technology suitable for detecting mutations in ctDNA and fusions in RNA.

Method
We have developed a novel approach for effectively adding adaptor and molecular barcoding which takes either single or double strand
DNA as an input. Samples are initially processed by our novel barcoding method. The product is then used in two rounds of PCR which
selectively enriches for target regions of interest. The products, which contain molecular barcodes, sample indexes, and Illumina adapter
sequences can then be sequenced.

Results
The initial molecular barcoding reaction was assessed using qPCR by comparing primers specific to a
control template with those that only amplify barcoded molecules, which show a high efficiency has
been achieved.

Subsequent PCR reactions that have shown these barcoded products can be successfully used as a
template for enrichment of regions of interest.

This was validated by assessing increases in copy number of a genomic target of interest by qPCR after
progressive rounds of PCR.

Conclusions and Future
Initial results are promising and confirm enrichment of the targeted regions and successful generation of sequencing libraries. This
method can detect mutations down to a sensitivity of 0.01%. We are in the process of validating the method on clinical samples and
would be looking for potential collaborators in research and clinical settings.

This sensitive and efficient method facilitates early and sensitive detection for improved disease monitoring and allows better
stratification of patient care pathway. It is a non-invasive method for tumour mutation profiling which also supports therapeutic discovery
and development of companion diagnostic tool for new mutation-targeted treatments.
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The similar amplification profiles indicate that the 
efficiency of the barcoding reaction is high.

gDNA target enrichment. Barcoded gDNA sample 
(blue) used as template for target enrichment by 
PCR (red).  Ct values decreased in the enriched 
product confirming amplification.  
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TBD-Seq

• High efficiency with a unique method of adding 
barcoded adaptor

• High sensitivity due to effective error correction
• Minimal input DNA required
• Simple and fast workflow
• Able to analyse DNA, RNA and unknown fusion 

genes, simultaneously

Ligation-based enrichment

• Low efficiency – only 30% of DNA 
molecules are successfully ligated

• Multiple steps with a lengthy process
• High DNA input required
• Cannot analyse DNA, RNA and small 

RNA simultaneously
• Complicated and time consuming

PCR-based enrichment

• Difficulty of adding molecular 
barcodes to original DNA molecules 

• Low sensitivity for detecting rare 
mutations

• Fixed fragment ends causes difficulty 
in sequencing unknown fusion 
partners
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